
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

May 8, 2013 

 

 

Mr. Michael Bauer 

Bauer Design Build, LLC 

751 7th Street S 

Suite 100 

Delano MN 55328 

 

Dear Mike, 

As I sit in my new office looking around, I am compelled to send you a big Thank You!    I also want to commend your 
company and employees for their professionalism. 

In the Fall of 2012 we began a search process for  a qualified builder to work with us and the Small Business Administra-
tion to build out the interior space of our newly purchased 32,388 square foot, totally gutted building.    We met and 
interviewed three contractors after providing them with our Architect’s design plan. 

Two of the contractors viewed the open space and the plan and basically said, okay, we will put a bid together, and then 
they left.  Bauer Construction staff, laid the plans out on the floor and started pelting me with awesome questions—
what did we do, how would the layout affect our manufacturing processes, what did we need in this space that we had 
missed previously?   

And then came the suggestions—on the HVAC issues, ventilation issues,  and dust collection!  Your experience and 
knowledge working with our experience designed an awesome facility custom made for our needs.   And, you weren’t 
the highest bidder—just the best bidder. 

The construction process, working with Randy Lutz and Mike Terry of your supervisory staff, ran unbelievably smooth.  I 
have heard many horror stories on construction issues, city permit problems, and major delays.  We had none of that 
with the Bauer staff.   

Our project was completed on time, within budget, and was hassle free.  Randy and Mike Terry worked with me on a 
daily basis keeping me updated on progress, and listening to my input. 

Randy and Sarah were invaluable working with us and the SBA on the funding and payouts. The finished project is be-
yond my expectations.  It is truly a beautiful, functional facility.   I receive rave reviews on a daily basis from employees 
and guests. 

Thanks Mike!  The next time I plan an expansion or rebuild, I will only have to call one contractor—Mike Bauer. 

 

Gratefully, 

 

 

Rick Anderson 

CEO/President 

 

 


